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Abstract
This paper presents an approach to the optimal method
for behavior generation of mobile robot. Recently, a hybrid system that supplements gap between reactive and
plan-based approaches by employing a reactive system
for lower level control for fast reaction and a planner for
higher level for generation of optimal sequence of behaviors has gained popularity. Behavior network structures
may generate behaviors automatically through the internal links and external links with sensors and goals, and
can be applied much into more complex problems. Inthis paper we propose an optimization method of behavior sequences for generating optimal behavior of mobile
robot using behavior network with planning capabilities. Behavior network inspired by behavior selection of
animals selects the next behavior that has the highest
priority from the information acquired to sensors and
goals. Globally optimal behavior sequences are able to
be generated when all behaviors selected in this behavior
network are proceswd in advance and the next behavior
is selected among behaviors that approach the goals. We
could notice that robot reaches the goals faster in hehavior network with planning capability rather than behavior network only through the experiment using Khepera
mobile robot simulator.
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Introduction

’Raditional artificial intelligence (AI) that aims to replicate human level intelligence in a machine form has
concerned itself with complex systems in simple environments that have no noise and uncertainty and
could be precisely modeled. In contrast to traditional
plan-based systems that plan optimal sequences in predefined environment, behavior-based systems are able
to react and perceive in complex, noisy and uncertain
environments [l, 21. Behavior-based systems embody
the mapping between the conditions and actions of reactive systems for fast reaction, and may be computed
without limitations of purely reactive systems. These
systems perform computations on them in order to decide what effector action to take. The behaviors in
behavior-based system are more powerful than reactive
rule, condition-action pairs [3]. These behavior-based
robot systems can operate robustly in the presence of
uncertainty, but they have limitations that they are still
designed by hand initially and it is difficult to apply in
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complex problem. For solving these limitations behavior
network, generating behaviors through links of behavior
automatically as well as by hand, has been exploited.
Corresponding to the correlation of traditional artificial intelligence that confers human level intelligence
in machines and the ecology studying about behavioral
habit of animals, the action selection mechanisms making appropriate behaviors in mobile robots using the behaviors of animals in nature are proposed by ecologists
and robotics engineers [4, 5, 61. The action selection
mechanism based on ecology is the method to generate behaviors of machines artificially [SI. The behavior
network, one of these action selection mechanisms, selects the best behavior in a certain environment through
linkage of basic behaviors and the information of sensors
and inner goals. This is a useful way to generate highlevel behaviors efficiently by the interaction of basic behaviors. Behavior network may acquire the information
from motivations or goals and sensors of outer spaces. It
executes the behaviors selected by the highest activation
value using inter-connection information of behaviors in
module in addition to the information of motivations or
goals, or outer spaces.
The flexible behaviors can be generated using hybrid
architecture of combining elements of reactive behaviors
and deliberative planning of behaviors in uncertain and
noisy environment [7]. One of the techniques of planning is potential-field planning that escapes local minima by performing random walks, and another technique
is a “roadmap” connecting randomly selected configurations in configuration space, the degrees of freedom of
the robot [8, 9, 101. Besides, it has made progress to
study ahout hybrid of deliberate planning and reactive
behaviors in unknown environments [ll].In this paper
we extend behavior network with planning capability
for the shortest behavior sequences or faster achievement than those in behavior network without planning.
This approach may generate optimal sequences of behaviors up to goals. To combine planning capability
we process all of candidate behaviors in each level of
behavior search tree in advance whenever we select n
behaviors in behavior network, and select the best b e
havior in the last level. Then we produce the optimal
sequences suited among n behaviors selected. The experiment with Khepera shows that the method using
behavior network with planning capability produces the
optimized sequences of behaviors.
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If goal Y has an activation greater than zero, and
goal Y iy in the delete list of behavior A, then there
is an active link from the god Y to behavior A.

Background

2

2.1

Behavior Network

Figure 1 shows the structure of behavior network. As
shown in this figure, behavior network has basic behaviors, the information of sensors and goals. The sensors
are preconditions of each behaviors and the goals are
effects to achieve.
Behavior network is composed of behaviors, internal links and extwal links. Each behavior has a set
of preconditions, add list, delete list, activations and
execution codes. Ea& behavior has preconditions, and
must fullill all preconditions to be executed. The preconditions are logical conditions about the environment
required to be true in order to execute the behavior.
Add list is a set of conditions that the behavior is likely
to make true after the behavior is executed, and delete
list is a set of conditions that the behavior is likely to
get false after a behavior is executed [12].

2.2

Representation of Behavior Network

Competition of behaviors i i the bavic characteristics of
behavior network. Each behavior attempts to get higher
activation level than other behaviors from activation
spreading in forward and backward rlirm~iom A u u r g
candidate behaviors, one that has the highest wtivatiou
level is selected and has control of robot. Activation
level U of behavior is calculated & follows.
Forward propagation : Activation a is updated as
the value added by environmental wnsors that are
precondition of the behavior. Precondition is the
sensor that is likely to be true when the beharior
is executed. n means the number of zelly1rs. ( I I is
the activation level of the scum.

Goal 1

4 x aai,

f(U.i) =

si E precondition
si

4 precondition

Backward propagation : Activation a is updated
as the value added by goals that are directly connected to the behavior. If execution of the behavior is desirable for the goal, there is positive
goal-behavior link. On the other hands, there is
negative goal-behavior link. n means the number
of goals. ag is the activation level of the goal.

Goal 2

Preconditions
n

Figure 1: An example of behavior network. The dashed
lines denote successor links or sensors and the solid lines
denote predecessor links or goals.

f(asi) =

The internal l i s are specified as follows:
Predecessor link : If proposition X is false, propcsition X is a precondition of behavior A, and
proposition X is in the add list of behavior B,
then the link from A to B is an active predecessor
link.

{

7 x ag4, g; E positive link
-6 x agi, g; E negative link

Internal spreading : Activation a is updated as the
value added by other behaviors that are directly
connected. If execution of behavior B is desirable
for behavior A, predecessor link from A to B and
successor link from B to A is active. If execution
of behavior B is not desirable for behavior A. conflictor link from A to B is active. n is the number
of behaviors. ab is the activation level of the behavior.

Successor Link : If proposition X is false, propasition X is in the add list of behavior A, proposition
X is a precondition of behavior E , and the hehavior A is executable, then the link from A to B is
an active successo~link.

"

The external links are specified as follows:
0

If proposition X about the environment is true,
and proposition X is a precondition of behavior
A, then there is an active link from the sensor of
the proposition X to behavior A.

predeceswr link from b;
successor link from bi
x abj, conflictor link from b;
otherwise

417 x abi,

If goal Y has an activation greater than zero, and
goal Y is in the add list of behavior A, then there
is an active link from the goal Y to behavior A.
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At the end, the activation of a is updated as followS.

a' = a

+ An1 + Aal + Aa,

If the activation level a' is larger than threshold 0
and precondition of the behavior is true, the behavior
becomes a candidate for execution. Among candidate
behaviors, the highest activation behavior is selected for
execution. If there is no candidate behavior, threshold 0
is reduced by 10 % and the activation update procedure
is repeated until there are candidate behaviors.

3

such that preconditions are to he true among behaviors
getting near to goals. In figure 2 the behavior sequences
areB11 +Bzz * . . . + B ( k - , ) i . Forgeneratingoptimal
behavior sequences we have to select behavior that gets
near to goals among maximum nk behaviors selected in
level k of behavior network. We can find the optimal
behavior sequences globally when the behaviors in behavior search tree are iterated up to the global goals.
Figure 3 shows the flowchart to find the globally
optimal sequences of behaviors till the global goals
are achieved. This flowchart shows that we can find
optimal sequences through iteration of the procedure
after making the behavior search tree. This procedure
is terminated if mobile robot reaches the goals.

Behavior Network with Planning

The behavior network selects behaviors to achieve the
goals using the information of sensors, and planning
makes behavior search tree and selects the optimal sequences of behaviors. First of all, we have to make the
behavior network and select the optimal behaviors in
generated behavior network. For generating the optimal
sequences of behaviors we have to choose an appropriate
level and process behaviors up to that level. We have
to consider time complexity for selecting the level. If
we suppose to select k levels in behavior network that
can select m h u m n behaviors, the time compleity
is O(nk). We have to define the k value considering this
time complexity. After selecting k levels, we can generate behavior sequences from parent nodes of selected
behavior node that gets near to goals. Through many
repetition of this procedure up to goals we generate the
optimal sequences of behavior globally.

<

Make-Behavior-Sequences

>

NO

Select n candidate behaviors

Insert behaviorsin =arch tree and
execute the behaviors

I '

Select behaviorto gel lhe goals in the last level
and store behavior sequences

A

I

Figure 3 The flowchart of making the behavior se
quences.

Figure 2: Behavior search tree selects maximum n behaviors and processes from root to the k-th level. We can
acquire maximum nk behavior sequences at the level.
Figure 2 s h m the generation of behavior search tree
that stores all the selected behaviors to level k. In this
figure Bij is the j-th behavior of the i-th level and aij is
the activation value of Bij. In level k, we select behavior
that gets near to goals and can generate optimal behavior sequences through search in reverse direction. The
function selecting optimal behavior in level k is define

as follows.

In this function ama. = mz{a;jli = k and 0 < j 5
n} and fgo.i(B,) is the function to find the behavior

The selection of behaviors follows Maes's action selection mechanism using the activation value of behaviors in behavior network. Therefore, the selected behaviors have to satisfy the preconditions of that behavior as well as large activation value. The behaviors selected by these procedures must be put in the behavior
search tree. Finally process the behaviors in the h e
havior search tree and find optimal behavior in the last
level of behavior search tree. Behavior sequences are
generated by linking parent behaviors (nodes) of optimal behavior in level 6.

4

Experimental Results

For the experiment, we use the simulator of Kbepera mobile robot with four behavior modules. We require that
this robot should recharge the battery at low battery
level t o go around the environment. Recbar@g battery
behavior is conducted only when robot is inside battery
recharge area and battery of robot is less than a half.
For this problem, we use the combination of several basic behaviors evolved on CAM-Brain and programmed
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under behavior network [13]. We fimt use planning for
generating the optimal behavior sequences when Khepera mobile robot moves into battery recharge area. Then
we compare the case of using the behavior network with
planning capability. Khepera mobile robot optimizes
behavior sequences applying information about sensors
in practical use. Figure 4 shows the simulation environment. The light source is in the batten recharge area
as shown in this figure.
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Figure 5: Behavior network of Khepera mobile robot in
this experiment.
o

Figu

4.1

:: Experimental environm

Behavior Network

We set 2 goals such as ’’Full battery,” and “Not zero
battery.” Because robot’s battery decreases while robot
moves, the robot attempts to maintain high battery
value to operate long. They are set as follows.

There are four behaviors, five sensors and two goals, and
behavior search tree is constructed by the behavior network planning. Four basic behaviors of Khepera mobile
robot are defined as follows.

‘Not zero battery” : It is true if battery is less
than half of the maximum battery.

“Fullbattery“ : c =
c : value of “Full battery,”
m : m a d ” battery,
n : robot’s battery

Recharging Battery: When a robot is in battery
recharge area, battery of mobile robot is recharged.
Following Light: Mobile robot goes to stronger
light. This behavior has to be operated to go to
the battery recharge area because the light source
exists in that area.
Avoiding Obstacle: When the obstacles are d e
tected around the robot, robot avoids them without bumping.

4.2

0

We define 5 preconditions using the information
from sensors of robot under behavior network, such as
Yn battery recharge area,” “Obstacle is close,” ‘Near
battery recharge area,” “Light is low,” and “Nothing
around robot.” They are set as follows.

0

”In battery recharge area”: It is true if robot is in
battery recharge area.

0

“Near battery recharge area”: It is true if the dis
tance from robot to light source is less than 800.

“Light is low“: It is true if the minimum value of
light sensors is larger than predefined value.

Behavior Search Tree

The behavior network for this experiment is composed
of four basic behaviors, five sensors and 2 goals, and
behavior search tree is constructed by behavior network
with planning. The behavior search tree is satisfied as
follows:

Going Straight: If there is nothing around the
robot, it goes ahead. This behavior takes it to
move continuously without stopping.

“Obstacle is close”: It is true if the maximum value
of distance sensors is larger than 700.

‘Nothing around robot”: It is true if the maximum
value of distance ~ensorsis less than 700.

If all 4 behaviors are selected in the n-th level,
there are at maximum 4” behaviors (nodes). This
experiment selects 8 levels, and 2 behaviors satisfied preconditions with the greatest activation
value in behavior network.
Select behaviors of which preconditions are true
and the activation value is greater than that of
other behaviors. Then that behaviors are the children of the next node in search tree.
If only one behavior is satisfied preconditions, the
next node has one behavior. Therefore, there are
maximum 2’ behaviors in the last level of behavior
search tree.

We make the behavior search tree as above explanation and then the optimal behavior sequences are selected by values of robot’s light s e m r s . Because the
mobile robot goes to light source for recharging the battery. Table 1 describes preconditions and add lists of
the behaviors.
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Table 1 Preconditions and add lists of behavior network.
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Figure 6 The simulation result using behavior network.
Recharging battery behavior is executed only once.

Figure 8: Behavior sequences of the simulation result
using only behavior network. The x-axis is the number
of behavior selectionsand y-axis shows behavior indexes.

Figure 9 Behavior sequences of the simulation using
behavior network with planning capability. The x-axis
is the number of behavior selections and y-axis shows
behavior indexes.

Eh& behavior has one or two preconditions. Figure 5
shows the relationship of behaviors, preconditions and
goals in behavior network of this experiment. In this
figure, the dashed lines are successor links or m o r s
and the solid lines are predecessor links or goals.
The data structure for this tree is defined as follows:

B

k The structure of behavior tree having level
of tree, array, behavior and pointer of next node.
e

BCOUNT : The number of candidate behaviors
(n = 2 for this experiment).

LLEVEL :The level of behavior search tree (k = 8
for this experiment).

Figure 7 The simulation result using the behavior network with planning capability. Recharging battery behavior is executed only once.

4.3 Results and Analysis
We compare behavior sequences in behavior network
with behavior network with planning capability. We
simulate under several configurations in environment.
Figure 6 shows a simulation result of behavior network.
Robot in this environment executes 2586 times of behaviors selection up to recharge battery. The behavior
sequences defined such as 1 is “Recharging battery,” 2
is ‘‘Following light,” 3 is “Avoding obstacles,” and 4 is
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haviors under the connection of planning and behavior
network are less than under only behavior network. We
can find the optimal sequence of behaviors up to goals
if we have well- defined level and optimal behaviors in
local. The approach is general planning algorithms, and
should thus serve to make and formulate planning more
efficient in a more dynamic environment in the future.
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